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Using manual review methods, it took eight associates 3 weeks to review 10% of the documents relating to 1,900 employees.
After a prior test phase of two weeks, with Luminance, it took two associates 3 weeks to review 100% of the documents
relating to nearly 20,000 employees. Not only did the team get unmatched time savings in their review but also, using
Luminance, Bird & Bird were able to keep the work within the firm rather than outsourcing, allowing them to be confident in
the findings of their trained specialists, and their deep understanding of the client and specifics of German employment law.
In doing so, Luminance enabled the team to save time and resources whilst ensuring even greater quality of results. The firm
was then able to deliver these vastly improved results to the client, on time with greater assurance that nothing had been
missed, delighting the client and allowing them to push for a more competitive price.
As a result, the client has approached Bird & Bird for further analysis of its employment contract data set. Luminance will
now transfer the learning amassed in this project to any further reviews conducted by the firm globally, with the technology
only improving with each use.
Bird & Bird has rolled out Luminance across its global offices and continues to use it in M&A due diligence, compliance
reviews, lease abstraction and more.

KEY RESULTS
In manual review each lawyer got through 16 employees’
documents per day. Using Luminance, each lawyer could
review 692 employees’ documents per day.

About Luminance
Luminance is the leading artificial intelligence platform for the legal profession, with over 250 customers in more than 50
countries. Luminance’s machine learning technology reads and forms an understanding of documents, helping lawyers
to perform the most thorough and rapid document reviews across practice areas including due diligence, contract
negotiation, regulatory compliance reviews, property portfolio analysis and eDiscovery. Luminance has offices in London,
Cambridge, New York and Singapore.
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